
Google Pixel Phones: 
Productivity & Helpfulness
Pixel 5 + Pixel 4a (5G)

[1] Requires a 5G data plan (sold separately). 5G service and roaming not available on all carrier networks or in all areas. Contact carrier for details. 5G service, speed and performance 
depend on many factors including, but not limited to, carrier network capabilities, device configuration and capabilities, network traffic, location, signal strength and signal obstruction. 
Actual results may vary. Some features not available in all areas. Data rates may apply. See g.co/pixel/networkinfo for info.

[2] For “All day”: Maximum battery life based on testing using a mix of talk, data, standby, and use of other features. Testing conducted on two major carrier networks using Sub-6 GHz 
non-standalone 5G (ENDC) connectivity. For “Up to 48 hours”: Maximum battery life based on testing using a mix of talk, data, standby, and use of limited other features that are default in 
Extreme Battery Saver mode (which disables various features including 5G connectivity). Testing conducted on two major carrier networks. For both claims: Pixel 4a (5G) and Pixel 5 battery 
testing conducted by a third party in California in mid 2020 on pre-production hardware and software using default settings, except that, for the “up to 48 hour claim” only, Extreme Battery 
Saver mode was enabled. Battery life depends upon many factors and usage of certain features will decrease battery life. Actual battery life may be lower.

[3] Maximum battery life based on testing using a mix of talk, data, standby, and use of other features. Battery life depends upon many factors and usage of certain features will decrease 
battery life. Pixel 4a (5G) and Pixel 5 battery testing conducted by a third party in California in mid 2020 on pre-production hardware and software, using default settings. Testing conduct-
ed on two major carrier networks using Sub-6 GHz non-standalone 5G (ENDC) connectivity. Actual battery life may be lower

[4] US only. English only. Call Screen may not detect all spam calls.

[5] Google Assistant and some related features are not available in all languages. See g.co/assistant/languages for updates to language availability.

[6] Requires download of third-party apps from Google Play Store

[7] For available Google Lens languages go to g.co/help/lens . Some Lens features require an internet connection.

[8] Screen sharing not available on group calls. Requires Wi-Fi or 5G internet connection. Not available on all apps and content. Data rates may apply. 5G service, speed and performance 
depend on many factors including, but not limited to, carrier network capabilities, device configuration and capabilities, network traffic, location, signal strength, and signal obstruction.

For more information on Pixel, please contact us today.

©2020 Google LLC, used with permission. Google and the Google logo are registered trademarks of Google LLC.

Pixel helps your employees manage many tasks at hand. 
And with the best of Google’s technology, software, and 
innovation, it gets even better over time.

The best of Google with Android 
for Pixel 
Get the Android experience direct from Google. 
Without additional software or interface elements, 
you can get to work on Pixel quickly and easily.

A battery that lasts all day3

Pixel’s Adaptive Battery learns your favorite apps 
and reduces power to the ones you rarely use. 
This limits background battery usage and helps 
your phone last longer.3

End the spam calls
With Call Screen, Google Assistant filters out detected 
spammers without interrupting you. It provides helpful 
information about callers you don’t recognize before you 
pick up.4

Google Assistant. 
A little help wherever you go. 
Use Google Assistant to manage your daily tasks, 
get proactive help at the right time and place, 
control your phone and apps, and much more.5

Google productivity and more 
Pixel integrates all your favorite services, from Gmail to 
Docs to Google Meet, and supports favorite third-party 
apps like Microsoft Office and Slack.6

Rich photos at a modest price
Get incredible photos without paying a 
ridiculous price. Pixel has features like Live 
HDR+, portrait mode, Night Sight, Super Res 
Zoom and Google Lens7.

A LITTLE 
HELP FOR 

YOUR DAY.

Add an extra day to your all-day battery
Extreme Battery Saver helps your Pixel last up 
to 48 hours when you really need it.2 This mode 
automatically limits active apps to just the essentials 
and lets you choose additional apps you want to 
keep on. The rest get turned off.

Feel a little closer with fast 5G1

Pixel helps you stay connected with colleagues 
around the globe. Capture and share business 
moments that are important with a camera 
inspired by the pros, powerful editing tools and 
Google Duo8 HD screen sharing.


